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ABSTRACT
Multi-criteria test-suite minimization aims to remove redundant
test cases from a test suite based on some criteria such as code
coverage, while trying to optimally maintain the capability of the
reduced suite based on other criteria such as fault-detection effec-
tiveness. Existing techniques addressing this problem with integer
linear programming claim to produce optimal solutions. However,
the multi-criteria test-suite minimization problem is inherently
nonlinear, due to the fact that test cases are often dependent on
each other in terms of test-case criteria. In this paper, we propose a
framework that formulates the multi-criteria test-suite minimiza-
tion problem as an integer nonlinear programming problem. To
solve this problem optimally, we programmatically transform this
nonlinear problem into a linear one and then solve the problem
using modern linear solvers. We have implemented our framework
as a tool, called Nemo, that supports a number of modern linear
and nonlinear solvers. We have evaluated Nemo with a publicly
available dataset and minimization problems involving multiple
criteria including statement coverage, fault-revealing capability,
and test execution time. The experimental results show that Nemo
can be used to efficiently find an optimal solution for multi-criteria
test-suite minimization problems with modern solvers, and the op-
timal solutions outperform the suboptimal ones by up to 164.29%
in terms of the criteria considered in the problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software testing plays an essential role in software development,
providing a means to determine automatically whether a program
behaves as expected. To ensure the correctness of a program as it
evolves, engineers should perform regression testing on it to ensure
that modified or introduced code does not break the program’s
original functionality. To exercise new behaviors or detect newly
discovered faults in software, test suites for regression testing are
continuously expanded, and hence may become too large to exe-
cute in their entirety [29]. For example, a test suite for a system
with about 20,000 source lines of code may require seven weeks
to run [40]. Moreover, during the development of Microsoft Win-
dows 8.1, more than 30 million test executions were performed
[22]. Consequently, large test suites can make regression testing
impractical.

To address this problem, several approaches for test-suite main-
tenance such as test-suite minimization, test-case selection, and
test-case prioritization have been proposed [50]. Specifically, test-
suite minimization aims to find the minimal subset of the original
test suite which satisfies the same testing requirements [20]. Al-
though an existing minimization technique may work well with
respect to a single criterion, the capability of a minimized test suite
may be severely compromised in terms of other criteria, such as
fault-revealing power [39, 49]. As a result, a tester may consider
multiple criteria when performing the reduction. For instance, she
may want to generate a reduced suite with the same statement
coverage and maximal fault-detection capability.

To accommodate multi-criteria test-suite minimization (MCTSM)
problems, existing techniques [5, 23] model the problems as binary
integer linear programming (ILP) problems. A binary ILP problem
optimizes a linear objective function consisting of binary variables
under a set of linear constraints [47]. By encoding test-case cri-
teria (e.g., faults or statements covered by tests) as constraints or
objective functions of a binary ILP problem, existing techniques
claim that the computed solutions are optimal for the minimiza-
tion problem [23]. However, an ILP formulation actually results
in sub-optimal solutions, since the MCTSM problem is inherently
nonlinear. The nonlinearity arises due to the fact that test cases
are often dependent on each other in terms of test-case criteria.
For example, consider the case where the goal of the test-suite
minimization is to select test cases in a suite that (1) maximize the
fault-detection effectiveness of the reduced suite and (2) maintain
the same code coverage as the original unminimized test suite. In
this example, simply selecting test cases that reveal more faults
ignores the possibility of the same fault being revealed by multi-
ple test cases, which our results indicate actually occurs often. To
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ensure that test cases cover a diverse number of faults, a nonlinear
formulation of the test-suite optimization problem is required.

To deal with dependencies among test cases in a MCTSM prob-
lem, we formulate the problem as an integer nonlinear program-
ming problem. To solve this problem optimally, we present a novel
approach that programmatically transforms this nonlinear problem
into a linear problem and then solves the problem using modern
ILP solvers. We evaluate our proposed approach using a publicly
available dataset of open-source projects [21]. Our experiments for
bi-criteria test-suite minimization problems show that modeling
the objective functions nonlinearly results in minimized test suites
that, on average, cover more faults. For our experiments involving
a tri-critera problem, the test suites reduced by a nonlinear formula-
tion always obtain superior statement coverage and fault-detection
effectiveness, given an execution-time budget for the test suite.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose the first approach for optimally solving MCTSM
problems involving dependencies among test-case criteria.
Our approach takes into account the inherent nonlinearity
of the problem, unlike previous approaches that model the
problem linearly.

• We implement a prototype tool, called Nemo (NonlinEar
test suite MinimizatiOn), allowing testers to specify MCTSM
problems. The tool programmatically transforms nonlinear
problems into linear ones so that modern ILP solvers can be
leveraged to compute optimal solutions. We also provide a
version of Nemo that leverages nonlinear solvers.

• We conducted an empirical study in which the proposed
approach is evaluated with a publicly available dataset of
open-source projects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
background on ILP problems, particularly in the context of MCTSM,
and provides a motivating example.We describe our novel approach
for formulating MCTSM problems nonlinearly in Section 3 and
its corresponding implementation in Section 4. We empirically
evaluate Nemo in Section 5. Section 6 describes work related to
Nemo. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND EXAMPLE
In this section, we discuss a motivating example to demonstrate that
formulating MCTSM problems linearly may result in suboptimal
solutions. An MCTSM problem is a multi-objective optimization
problem in which the best subset of the original test suite is selected
from available alternatives based on some minimization criteria. As
a result, integer linear programming (ILP) for mathematical opti-
mization can be adopted to model and solve the problem. Specifi-
cally, existing approaches [5, 23] formulate the MCTSM problem as
a binary ILP problem. Such a problem tries to find the optimal value
of a linear objective function consisting of binary decision variables,
which are restricted to be 0 or 1, while satisfying a set of linear
(in)equality constraints, which we refer to as constraint criteria. The
objective function maximizes or minimizes one or more optimiza-
tion criteria. Although finding a solution for a binary ILP problem
is NP-complete, some important subclasses of the problem are effi-
ciently solvable by modern ILP solvers, due to recent algorithmic
and implementation advances [47].

To aid in illustrating the encoding of an MCTSM problem into
a binary ILP problem, consider the example in Table 1, which de-
picts a set of three test cases with each test case’s corresponding
statement and fault coverage. In this example, the problem under
consideration involves the following criteria: a constraint criterion
c1, i.e., maintaining the same statement coverage as the original
test suite, and an optimization criterion o1, i.e., maximizing the
fault-detection effectiveness of the reduced suite.

Criteria
Test cases

t1 t2 t3

St
at
em

en
t stmt1 1 0 1

stmt2 0 1 0
stmt3 0 1 1

Fa
ul
t

f1 0 1 1
f2 0 1 1
f3 0 1 1
f4 1 0 0

Table 1: An example test suite with coverage and fault detec-
tion data

We model the problem based on state-of-the-art formulations
provided in previous work [5, 23]. First, we let a binary decision
variable ti represent whether the ith test case is included in the
reduced suite, i.e., each ti takes a 1 if the corresponding test case is
selected, and 0 otherwise. Next, we model constraint criterion c1,
as follows, to ensure that every statement covered by the original
suite is covered at least once by the reduced suite:

|T |∑
i=1

σi j ti ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ q (1)

|T | is the number of test cases in the test suite, and q is the total
number of distinct statements covered by the test suite. σi j is a
binary variable indicating whether statement stmtj is covered by
test case ti . For the example test suite in Table 1, equation 1 becomes:

t1 + t3 ≥ 1
t2 ≥ 1

t2 + t3 ≥ 1

We express the goal to minimize the test suite and optimization
criterion o1 as a linear objective function as follows:

min
|T |∑
i=1

ϵ (ti ) ti (2)

The minimum function tries to select the smallest subset of the
original test suite. The function ϵ(ti ) models the capability of the
test case ti to find faults, specifically the optimization criterion o1.
A test detecting more faults would have a smaller value returned
by ϵ , and thus more likely to be selected. ϵ is formulated as follows:

ϵ (ti ) = (1 −w (ti )), w (ti ) =

∑m
j=1 vi j
m

(3)

m is the total number of distinct faults covered by the test suite.
vi j is a binary variable indicating whether test case ti reveals fault
fj . In this formulation, vi j is 1 if ti reveals fault fj ; otherwise, vi j
is 0. For the example test suite in Table 1, the values assigned by ϵ
are shown in the equation below:

min
3∑
i=1

ϵ (ti ) ti = (1 −
1
4
)t1 + (1 −

3
4
)t2 + (1 −

3
4
)t3 (4)

2
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The formulated problem can then be solved by using an ILP solver.
We refer to this approach as LF_LS (LinearFormulation_LinearSolver),
which models an MCTSM problem with a linear formulation and
solves it with a linear solver. This is the approach that has been fol-
lowed in prior work [5, 19, 23], including a general tool for test-suite
minimization by Hsu and Orso, called MINTS [23].

The optimal solution for this binary ILP problem is {t2, t3} with
a minimal value 1

2 under the constraints. However, from Table 1,
we can see that {t2, t3} detects only three of the four faults (i.e.,
it misses fault f4)—and hence is not the optimal solution for the
minimization problem, which is actually {t1, t2}. Note that {t1, t2}
obtains a value of 1 for equation 4. The correct solution can not be
computed by LF_LS, because the linear objective function tends to
select test cases revealing more faults but not necessarily distinct
faults. For example, once t2 is selected, no further distinct faults can
be revealed by t3, but t3 would still be selected because it reveals
more faults than t1 (i.e., three faults instead of just one). In fact,
t1 should be selected for the minimization problem instead of t3
because t1 reveals a fault distinct from the faults in t2 and t3.

Such dependencies among test cases cannot be encoded with a
linear objective function; they must be encoded using a nonlinear
objective function. Specifically, the test cases currently selected
are dependent on the test cases previously selected. To model such
dependencies among test cases, the optimization problem must be
formulated in a manner such that the decision variables (i.e., ti s
in the previous equations) are multiplied with each other, making
them inherently nonlinear. In the next section, we describe this
formulation.

3 NONLINEAR PROBLEM FORMULATION
To nonlinearlymodel theMCTSMproblem,we describe the problem
more formally, illustrate how our nonlinear formulation models
test-case dependencies and multiple objective criteria, and describe
the manner in which we utilize linear solvers to optimally solve
the nonlinear formulation of the problem.

3.1 Problem definition
To clarify our proposed idea, we formally define the MCTSM prob-
lem as follows:
Given:

(1) A test suite T = {t1, t2, ..., tn }
(2) A set of constraint criteria C = {c1, c2, ..., ck } which must

be satisfied by T
(3) A set of optimization criteria O = {o1,o2, ...,ol }, i.e., the

criteria to be optimized by an objective function
(4) A non-negative function ϵ(t) that represents the significance

of a test case t ∈ T with respect to the optimization criteria.
ϵ(t) is a weighted sum of functions indicating the capability
of t with respect to each of the optimization criteria. For
example, if the optimization criteria are (o1) maximizing fault
detection effectiveness and (o2) minimizing test execution
time, we can define ϵ(t) as ϵ(t) = α1ϵ1(t)+α2ϵ2(t). Here, ϵ1(t)
represents the fault-detection capability of t ; ϵ2(t) represents
the execution time of t . Each factor α is a weight prioritizing
a criterion.

Problem: Find a minimum test suite T ′ ⊆ T such that
(p1) T ′ satisfies C
(p2) ∀T ′′ satisfying C , |T ′ | ≤ |T ′′ |

(p3) ∀T ′′ satisfying C ,
∑
ti ∈T ′ ϵ(ti ) ≥

∑
tk ∈T ′′ ϵ(tk )

This minimization problem is NP-complete, because it is in NP
and can be reduced from the minimum set-covering problem in
polynomial time [16].

To deal with dependencies among tests over multiple optimiza-
tion criteria, we must formulate the criteria in a nonlinear fashion.
Specifically, when our new formulation computes the capability of
a test with respect to each optimization criterion, the formulation
needs to consider if the criterion is satisfied by other selected tests.
To that end, we alter equations 2-3 to account for (1) multiple op-
timization criteria and (2) dependencies among test cases over a
specific optimization criterion using the following equation:

min
∑
o∈O

αo
|T |∑
i=1

ϵo (ti ) ti , ϵo (ti ) = (1 − w̃o (ti )) (5)

o ∈ O is an optimization criterion; αo is the assigned weight for
o; ϵo (ti ) is a function computing the capability of a test case ti in
terms of a criterion o. A novelty of our approach is that we consider
dependencies among test cases in modeling w̃o (ti ), which makes
the formulation nonlinear (more details in Section 3.2). w̃o (ti ) is
a function computing the problem-specific significance of a test
case and, thus, can be defined as needed for different criteria and
minimization problems. For example, w̃o (ti ) canmodel whether test
case ti identifies faults distinct from previously selected test cases.
As another example, w̃o (ti ) can model whether test case ti covers
the most frequently executing statements a certain number of times.
We next illustrate an instantiation of w̃o (ti ) for the fault-detection
criterion from the example of Section 2.

3.2 Modeling test-case dependencies
In this subsection, we illustrate an instantiation of the proposed
formulation for an MCTSM problem involving the two criteria
from our motivating example: a constraint criterion (c1) that main-
tains the same statement coverage as the original test suite, and an
optimization criterion (o1) that maximizes the fault-detection effec-
tiveness of the reduced suite. Note that this instantiation involves
a single constraint criterion and a single optimization criterion—
even though our formulation can handle multiple constraint and
optimization criteria—due to space limitations and to maximize
readability of our nonlinear formulation. First, for optimization
criterion o1, we set the weight as one (i.e., α1 = 1) and assign the
objective function using equation 5 as follows:

min
∑
o∈O

αo
|T |∑
i=1

ϵo (ti ) ti (6)

= 1
|T |∑
i=1

ϵo1 (ti ) ti (7)

=

|T |∑
i=1

(1 − w̃o1 (ti )) ti (8)

Furthermore, to model dependencies among tests over o1, i.e., fault-
detection effectiveness, when calculating how many faults are re-
vealed by a test, we have to consider if the faults are already revealed
by selected tests. As a result, we can define w̃o1 (ti ) as follows:

w̃o1 (ti ) =
1
|F |

(

|F |∑
j=1

vi jdi j ) (9)

di j =
∏
t∈Tj

(1 − t ), t , ti (10)

3
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|F | is the number of distinct faults in F = { f1, f2, ..., f |F |} revealed
by T . Tj is the set of test cases that reveal fj . di j accounts for
dependencies among test cases in terms of each fj : If at least one of
the test cases inTj is selected, di j evaluates to zero, which decreases
(1) the value of w̃o1 (ti ) contributed by ti and fj , and (2) the likeliness
of ti being selected.

To illustrate the use of equations 8, 9, and 10, we apply it to the
example in Table 1. In the example in Table 1, T = {t1, t2, t3}, and
F = { f1, f2, f3, f4}. Consequently, the objective function for this
scenario is the following:

min
∑
o∈O

αo
3∑
i=1

ϵo (ti ) ti (11)

= 1 (ϵo1 (t1) t1 + ϵo1 (t2) t2 + ϵo1 (t3) t3) (12)
= (1 − w̃o1 (t1)) t1 + (1 − w̃o1 (t2)) t2 + (1 − w̃o1 (t3)) t3 (13)

= (1 −
1
4
(

4∑
j=1

v1j d1j )) t1︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
test case t1

+ (1 −
1
4
(

4∑
j=1

v2j d2j )) t2︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
test case t2

+ (1 −
1
4
(

4∑
j=1

v3j d3j )) t3︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
test case t3

(14)

In the above formulation, test case t1 reveals fault f4, and f4 is not
revealed by any other test case. As a result, the set of test cases
revealing f4 (i.e., T4) is {t1}, and the coefficient for t1 in equation
14 is expanded as follows:

(1 −
1
4
(

4∑
j=1

v1j d1j )) t1

= (1 −
1
4
(v11 d11 + v12 d12 + v13 d13 + v14 d14)) t1

= (1 −
1
4
(0d11 + 0d12 + 0d13 + 1d14)) t1

= (1 −
1
4
(1d14)) t1

= (1 −
1
4
(1 ×

∏
t∈T4

(1 − t ))) t1, t , t1

= (1 −
1
4
(1)) t1

= (1 −
1
4
) t1

The above equation expresses t1 as independent of other test cases,
since it reveals a fault that no other test case in the suite reveals.

Recall that test cases t2 and t3 reveal the same set of faults, i.e.,
{ f1, f2, f3}. As a result, the set of test cases revealing each of those
faults are also the same, i.e., T1 = T2 = T3 = {t2, t3}. Consequently,
the coefficient of t2 in equation 14 is expanded as follows:

(1 −
1
4
(

4∑
j=1

v2j d2j )) t2

= (1 −
1
4
(v21 d21 + v22 d22 + v23 d23 + v24 d24)) t2

= (1 −
1
4
(1d21 + 1d22 + 1d23 + 0d24)) t2

= (1 −
1
4
(1d21 + 1d22 + 1d23)) t2

= (1 −
1
4
(1 ×

∏
t∈T1

(1 − t ) + 1 ×
∏
t∈T2

(1 − t ) + 1 ×
∏
t∈T3

(1 − t ))) t2, t , t2

= (1 −
1
4
((1 − t3) + (1 − t3) + (1 − t3)))t2

Note that the equation above shows an interaction or dependency
between test cases t2 and t3, as represented by the multiplication of
those two decision variables, clearly showing their formulation as
nonlinear. Recall that this dependency is expected since both test
cases detect the same set of faults.

Finally, due to test case t3 revealing the same faults as t2, the t3
coefficient of equation 14 can be expanded in a manner similar to
that of t2:

(1 −
1
4
(

4∑
j=1

v3j d3j )) t3

= (1 −
1
4
(v31 d31 + v32 d32 + v33 d33 + v34 d34)) t3

= (1 −
1
4
(1d31 + 1d32 + 1d33 + 0d34)) t3

= (1 −
1
4
(1d31 + 1d32 + 1d33)) t3

= (1 −
1
4
(1 ×

∏
t∈T1

(1 − t ) + 1 ×
∏
t∈T2

(1 − t ) + 1 ×
∏
t∈T3

(1 − t ))) t3, t , t3

= (1 −
1
4
((1 − t2) + (1 − t2) + (1 − t2)))t3

For constraint criterion c1, we adopt constraints similar to those
in equation 1 because all requirements of a constraint criterion (e.g.,
all statements) for c1 have to be satisfied (e.g. covered) at least once
by the reduced suite:

|T |∑
i=1

σi j ti ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ |c1 |

|c1 | is the size of constraint criterion c1; σi j is a binary variable
indicating whether ti satisfies the jth requirement of c1 (e.g., the
jth statement).

With the above objective function and constraints, the proposed
formulation for Table 1 results in the following assignment for the
optimization problem:
minimize:

(1 −
1
4
)t1 + (1 −

1
4
((1 − t3) + (1 − t3) + (1 − t3)))t2

+(1 −
1
4
((1 − t2) + (1 − t2) + (1 − t2)))t3

under the constraints:

t1 + t3 ≥ 1
t2 ≥ 1

t2 + t3 ≥ 1

With this nonlinear formulation, the optimal solution for integer
nonlinear programming (INP) problem is {t1, t2} with a minimal
value 1. This solution is the correct, optimal solution for the min-
imization problem. Note that the solution selected by the linear
objective function in equation 3, i.e., {t2, t3}, obtains a value 2 using
the nonlinear objective function; thereby it will not be selected as
the final solution.

The above nonlinear formulation can be supplied directly to
a nonlinear solver, which is an approach for solving an MCTSM
problem that we refer to as NF_NS (NonlinearFormulation_ Nonlin-
earSolver). However, utilizing nonlinear solvers does not guarantee
optimal solutions [48], leading us to propose a different approach
to solving the nonlinear formulation, as described in the next sub-
section.

4
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3.3 Transformation to linear programming
There is no known efficient algorithm for solving an INP problem op-
timally other than trying every possible combination. Furthermore,
for problems with non-convex functions (such as MCTSM), non-
linear solvers are not guaranteed to find an optimal solution [48],
making NF_NS not necessarily optimal. As a result, instead of di-
rectly solving the nonlinear formulation, we investigated how to
transform the nonlinear formulation into a linear one. A linear
formulation can be solved optimally given the recent advances in
ILP solver technology [48]. We refer to this approach of solving
the nonlinear formulation using linear solvers as NF_LS (Nonlin-
earFormulation_LinearSolver) and describe it in the remainder of
this section.

To allow the use of linear solvers for NF_LS, we transform the
nonlinear MCTSM problem into a linear one by introducing new
“auxiliary” variables [7]. We demonstrate the approach using the
instantiation of the MCTSM problem in Section 3.2. We introduce
up to |F | × |T | new decision variables v̄i j defined as follows:

v̄i j = vi jdi j ti

v̄i j is a binary variable indicating whether a fault fj is revealed
by ti or any other previously selected test case: v̄i j is 1 if ti reveals
fj and is not revealed by the previously selected test cases, and 0
otherwise. Using the newly introduced variables, equation 8 can be
rewritten as follows:

min
|T |∑
i=1

(ti −
1
|F |

|F |∑
j=1

¯vi j ) (15)

Notice that in this formulation, decision variables t are no longer
multiplied. However, the transformation has resulted in the intro-
duction of new decision variables v̄ . We add an additional set of
constraints to the model to avoid having an unselected test case
affect the minimized value of a solution. Specifically, v̄i j should
be subject to the selection of ti , i.e., v̄i j matters only when ti is
selected, resulting in the following constraints:

v̄i j ≤ ti , ∀fj revealed by ti (16)

These constraints illustrate that if a test case ti is not selected,
v̄i j is forced to be 0. However, if ti is selected, v̄i j could be either 1
or 0, depending on whether fj is revealed by the previously selected
test cases.

In addition, we add constraints to make the selected test cases
more diverse in terms of fj :

|T |∑
i=1

vi j v̄i j ≤ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ |F | (17)

The constraints in (17) model our preference for selecting test
cases revealing faults that are not revealed by the previously se-
lected test cases: If a fault fj is revealed by a selected test case ti and
its v̄i j is set to 1, then for all other test cases revealing fj , their v̄i j
has to be 0. For example, for the constraint v̄21 + v̄31 ≤ 1 obtained
from equation 17, wherev21 = v31 = 1, only t2 or t3 can be selected
but not both.

To illustrate the proposed transformation (i.e., the objective func-
tion in equation 15 and additional constraints in equation 16 and
17), we apply it to the example of Table 1 (i.e., T = {t1, t2, t3},

F = { f1, f2, f3, f4}, and α1 = 1), and transform the nonlinear for-
mulation discussed in Section 3.2 to the following assignment:

minimize:

(t1 −
1
4
(v̄14))

+ (t2 −
1
4
(v̄21 + v̄22 + v̄23))

+ (t3 −
1
4
(v̄31 + v̄32 + v̄33))

under the constraints:
t1 + t3 ≥ 1 (or iдinal )

t2 ≥ 1 (or iдinal )

t2 + t3 ≥ 1 (or iдinal )

v̄14 ≤ t1 (f rom (16))
v̄21 ≤ t2, ¯v22 ≤ t2, ¯v23 ≤ t2 (f rom (16))
v̄31 ≤ t3, ¯v32 ≤ t3, ¯v33 ≤ t3 (f rom (16))
v̄21 + ¯v31 ≤ 1 (f rom (17))
v̄22 + ¯v32 ≤ 1 (f rom (17))
v̄23 + ¯v33 ≤ 1 (f rom (17))
v̄14 ≤ 1 (f rom (17))

Notice that the decision variables are no longer multiplied in
the objective function, making the formulation linear, while still
solving the nonlinear problem. The optimal solution for this trans-
formed linear problem is {t1, t2, ¯v14, ¯v21, ¯v22, ¯v23} with a minimal
value 1. This minimal value is identical to the optimal value for the
untransformed nonlinear problem. The computed solution for the
minimization problem (i.e., {t1, t2}) is also the optimal solution.

Optimality of NF_LS. NF_LS yields the optimal solution. The
usage of auxiliary variables to transform a nonlinear problem for-
mulation to a linear one is well studied in the literature and has been
proven to generate an equivalent formulation [7, 48]. After trans-
forming the nonlinear MCTSM problem to an instance of an ILP
problem, the optimal solution can be found by leveraging modern
solvers. Note that theMCTSM problem is known to be NP-complete,
which means that an optimal solution cannot be found in polyno-
mial time. However, that does not preclude modern solvers from
finding optimal solutions through utilization of branch and bound
and other algorithmic advancements for sizable problems [48]. That
is, ILP solvers do not guarantee to return a solution within a time
limit, but guarantee that the returned solution is optimal1.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 1 depicts our framework for solving the MCTSM problems
as implemented in our tool, called Nemo. The tool takes test-related
data and a configuration as input. Test-related data includes the
original test suite and the corresponding coverage data such as
statement and fault coverage of the test suite. In the configuration
file, users can specify the optimization and constraint criteria. Users
can also specify which of the three approaches (i.e., LF_LS, NF_NS,
and NF_LS) should be used in the minimization of the test suite.

The Formulator component takes the input and expresses the
minimization problem as an integer programming problem. For-
mulator is capable of representing the problem as either linear or
nonlinear, as well as transforming the nonlinear formulation into a
linear form. The output model can then be fed into external solvers
1In our experiments, we actually never encountered a problem for which NF_LS could
not find a solution.
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach

to compute the solution. For now our tool supports lp and ampl
formats, which many modern solvers, such as lp_solve [1], CPLEX
[13] and Couenne [12] use.

Once the solution for the encoded problem is computed, the
Generator component produces the minimized test suite in various
formats for presentation to the user. Currently, our tool handles
solutions generated by the aforementioned solvers and web services
using those solvers, such as the NEOS Server [14] and DropSolve [2].

The proposed tool is the only one of its kind to formulate and
consider the inherent nonlinearity of the MCTSM problem, and
is available for download [3]. In the next section, we evaluate our
approach using Nemo to answer a set of research questions.

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We assess three approaches for solving the MCTSM problem: LF_LS
(see Section 2), NF_NS (see Section 3.2), and NF_LS (see Section
3.3). For LF_LS, we reimplemented the technique in a tool called
MINTS proposed by Hsu and Orso [23]. We could not use the origi-
nal implementation of MINTS because the solvers it supports are
outdated and not scalable for our dataset. Using these approaches,
we investigate the following research questions:
RQ1. How does NF_LS compare against LF_LS with respect
to effectiveness and runtime performance? To assess this re-
search question, we use the size of the reduced test suite and the
satisfaction of the minimization criteria to characterize effective-
ness of each approach. For performance, we measure the time it
takes to solve each approach’s formulation of the problem.
RQ2. How does NF_LS compare against NF_NS with respect
to effectiveness and performance?Given that Nemo is the first
approach to model general test-suite minimization in a nonlinear
manner, we assess which nonlinear formulation is superior, or
whether there are empirical tradeoffs between the two versions
of Nemo.
RQ3. How does NF_LS scale in relation to the size of sub-
ject apps and test suites? NF_LS solves the nonlinear problem
optimally, which is a computationally expensive process. We in-
vestigate how the introduction of auxiliary variables impacts the
scalability of NF_LS.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Subject programs: Our experimental subjects include the follow-
ing five open-source C projects: Grep, Flex, Sed, Make, and Gzip,
collected from a publicly available dataset [21]. These programs are
well-known GNU software and widely used in software testing and

debugging research [6, 11, 21, 27, 38]. Each subject program in the
original dataset has five versions; we selected the latest version of
each program for our experiments. Table 2 depicts the following
detailed pieces of information about our subject programs: the se-
lected version, a description of the program, its size (LOC), and the
number of tests and faults available with each version.

Test suites: Each subject program in [21] comes with a test
suite and a set of faults. We augmented available test suites with
additional tests, since their coverage of the subject apps’ core func-
tions were low (i.e., average coverage was below 48%), and can
result in test suites that do not comprehensively test the subject
programs. To that end, we used KLEE [8] to ensure that subject test
suites achieve a coverage higher than 60% on average for the core
functions. To measure statement coverage of test suites, we used
gcov [17].

Faults: The original dataset [21] includes a set of faults for each
test suite. These faults are generated by injecting mutants and
purified by removing equivalent and duplicatemutants using Trivial
Compiler Equivalence [37] (TCE), a scalable and effective approach
to find equivalent and duplicate mutants that compares the machine
code of compiled mutants. We followed the same technique to
generate additional unique mutants for the newly generated tests
added to the dataset.

Minimization problems: We compare the minimization tech-
niques using the following three minimization problems: classic
bi-criteria, variant bi-criteria, and tri-criteria. A classical bi-criteria
test-suite minimization problem minimizes the test suite such that
statement coverage of the original test suite is maintained, while
maximizing its fault-detection ability. The variant bi-criteria prob-
lem is a classic bi-criteria problem whose segments of code (e.g.,
specific API calls, methods, or classes) are more important than
others, and thereby need to be covered multiple times. Examples of
scenarios where covering the same code segment multiple times are
important include energy testing [24], performance testing, or field-
failure reproduction [27]. The tri-criteria problem is a multi-criteria
minimization problem where the minimized test suite needs to sat-
isfy a budget constraint, while maximizing the statement coverage
and fault-detection ability of the test suite. Since available time
for regression testing is often an important constraint [35, 46, 51],
we consider execution time as the budget in our evaluation. Note
that for these two optimization criteria, i.e., statement coverage
and fault detection, NF_NS and NF_LS model dependencies among
test cases, while LF_LS does not. The weights for both optimization
criteria are the same in our experiments.

Solvers: We used CPLEX [13] and Couenne [12] as linear and
nonlinear solvers, respectively. For a fair performance comparison
of different solvers, we used these solvers on NEOS [14], a free web
service for solving numerical optimization problems.

5.2 RQ1: NF_LS vs. LF_LS
We assess the effectiveness and performance of each approach in
terms of the three MCTSM problems described in Section 5.1.

Effectiveness. We measured the effectiveness of each minimiza-
tion technique in terms of the size of reduced suites (#T ) and corre-
sponding fault-detection ability, i.e., the number of faults detected
(#F ). For our experiments, the same set of faults for each subject pro-
gram is used to evaluate the fault-detection ability of the reduced
suites, because the main objective of our evaluation is to show that
the non-linear formulation of the MCTSM problem can produce
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Table 2: Subject programs used in the empirical evaluation.
Program Version Description LOC # Tests # Faults
Grep 2.7 Pattern search and matching utility 58,344 746 54
Flex 2.5.4 Lexical analyzer 12,366 605 37
Sed 4.2 Command-line text editor 26,466 324 25
Make 3.80 Executables builder and generator 23,400 158 15
Gzip 1.3 Data compressor 5,682 397 56

Table 3: Effectiveness of different methods modeling the classic bi-criteria problem. %: the percentage improved by NF_LS
compared to LF_LS and NF_NS

Methods
Programs Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip

#T #F #T #F #T #F #T #F #T #F
(Original) 746 54 605 37 324 25 158 15 397 56
LF_LS 59 29 44 28 12 21 14 12 45 50
NF_LS 59 36 44 32 12 25 14 13 45 50
NF_NS n/a n/a 44 32 12 25 14 13 45 49

% NF_LS over LF_LS 0% 24.14% 0% 14.29% 0% 19.05% 0% 8.33% 0% 0%
% NF_LS over NF_NS n/a n/a 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2.04%

* n/a: the solver timed out after eight hours

a solution that is superior to its linear formulation. By comparing
the solutions produced from approaches using the same exact ver-
sion of software, faults, and coverage information, we are able to
unequivocally show the superiority of non-linear formulation to
linear formulation in a controlled setting.

Table3 shows the effectiveness of different minimization tech-
niques for solving the classic bi-criteria problem. These results
demonstrate that NF_LS achieves an equal or greater fault-detection
ability compared to LF_LS and the same test-suite size. More specif-
ically, the minimized suites of NF_LS detected 13% more faults on
average than those of LF_LS without compromising test-suite size.

We observed that the improvements achieved by NF_LS vary
among different subject programs. Intuitively, for an MCTSM prob-
lem, NF_LS works better than LF_LS if test cases for the same
constraint criterion (e.g., covering the same statement) satisfy an
optimization criterion in a different way (e.g., revealing different
faults). For instance, in the example of Table 1, t1 and t3 both cover
stmt1, but reveal different faults (f4 for t1; f1, f2, and f3 for t3). As a
result, this difference in fault-revealing ability can be identified by
the nonlinear formulation when it selects a test case for covering
stmt1 in the minimization process.

To investigate the aforementioned property in our experimental
dataset, we clustered test cases by the statements they covered for
each subject program. Then, we calculated average similarity of
faults revealed among the tests in the same cluster, using the Jaccard
similarity metric [25]. Jaccard formulates the similarity between
two sets, A and B, as follows:

J (A,B) =
|A ∩ B |

|A ∪ B |

In our experiments, A and B are two sets of faults covered by
two tests within the same cluster. For example, suppose tests t1
and t2 cover the same set of statements, causing the tests to be
clustered together. If execution of t1 reveals A = { f1, f2}, and t2
reveals B = { f2, f3}, the Jaccard similarity for these two tests are
computed as J (A,B) = 1

3 .
For a given a program, effectiveness of the nonlinear formula-

tion will degrade as the average similarity among all clusters in

Table 4: Average Jaccard Similarity of the fault sets revealed
by the test cases covering the same set of statements

Program Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip
Similarity 0.8394 0.9762 0.9804 0.9219 1.0000

that program approaches 1. This effect occurs since tests cover-
ing the same statements also cover increasingly similar faults. As
that average similarity approaches 0, the nonlinear formulation
performs more effectively, i.e., tests covering the same statements
cover increasingly different faults.

Table 4 shows the Jaccard similarity calculated for each subject
program. To obtain these results, we first calculated the similarity
between each pair of test cases in the same cluster. We then com-
puted the average similarity among all pairs within a cluster. For
Gzip, the similarity is 1, and the nonlinear formulations obtains no
improvement in the number of faults revealed, as shown in Table 3.
However, in the case of Grep, the average similarity among all clus-
ters is 0.8394, the lowest similarity among all programs, and also
obtains the greatest improvement in the number of faults revealed,
as shown in Table 3. Note that the effectiveness of the nonlinear
formulation is also influenced by other factors (e.g., total number
of faults) and hence cannot be solely predicted by fault similarity.

For the variant bi-criteria problem, the goal is to maximize the
fault-detection ability of the reduced suite, while maintaining the
same statement coverage. Additionally, we selected the top 10%
of statements executed most frequently to identify the potentially
most important statements to execute. For each of these statements,
we forced them to be executed at least 10% of the number of times
they were executed by the entire test suite. Table 5 shows the ef-
fectiveness of different minimization techniques on the variant
bi-criteria problem. These results demonstrate that NF_LS’s test
suites have a superior fault-detection ability than LF_LS’s test suites
for all subject programs. Specifically, the reduced suites of NF_LS de-
tected 17% more faults on average than the suites of LF_LS without
increasing the size of the test suite.

For the tri-criteria problem, we formulated the problem to con-
strain the sizes of the reduced suites to 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, and to
maximize the statement coverage and fault-detection effectiveness
with the same weights. Given that even test suites of only 20KLOC
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Table 5: Effectiveness of different methods modeling the variant bi-criteria problem. %: the percentage improved by NF_LS
compared to LF_LS and NF_NS

Methods
Programs Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip

#T #F #T #F #T #F #T #F #T #F
(Original) 746 54 605 37 324 25 158 15 397 56
LF_LS 80 38 66 33 32 22 17 13 58 51
NF_LS 80 54 66 37 32 25 17 15 58 52
NF_NS n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 17 15 n/a n/a

% NF_LS over LF_LS 0% 42.11% 0% 12.12% 0% 13.64% 0% 15.38% 0% 1.96%
% NF_LS over NF_NS n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0% 0% n/a n/a

* n/a: the solver timed out after eight hours

Table 6: Effectiveness of different methods modeling the tri-criteria problem. %: the percentage improved by NF_LS compared
to LF_LS

Size
constraint Methods

Programs Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip
#T #Stmt #F #T #Stmt #F #T #Stmt #F #T #Stmt #F #T #Stmt #F

(Original) 746 1695 54 605 3143 37 324 945 25 158 3803 15 397 1409 56

5%
LF_LS 37 1302 29 30 2093 14 16 847 18 8 3665 10 20 540 25
NF_LS 37 1635 54 30 3094 37 16 945 25 8 3779 15 20 1343 56

% NF_LS over LF_LS 0% 25.58% 86.21% 0% 47.83% 164.29% 0% 11.57% 38.89% 0% 3.11% 50.00% 0% 148.70% 124.00%

10%
LF_LS 75 1302 29 61 2469 18 32 860 18 16 3676 10 40 540 25
NF_LS 75 1695 54 61 3143 37 32 945 25 16 3803 15 40 1400 56

% NF_LS over LF_LS 0% 30.18% 86.21% 0% 27.30% 105.56% 0% 9.88% 38.89% 0% 3.45% 50.00% 0% 159.26% 124.00%

15%
LF_LS 112 1325 33 91 2603 23 49 905 19 24 3703 12 60 541 25
NF_LS 112 1695 54 91 3143 37 49 945 25 24 3803 15 60 1409 56

% NF_LS over LF_LS 0% 27.92% 63.64% 0% 20.75% 60.87% 0% 4.42% 31.58% 0% 2.70% 25.00% 0% 160.44% 124.00%

20%
LF_LS 149 1330 34 121 2695 24 65 906 19 32 3703 12 79 541 25
NF_LS 149 1695 54 121 3143 37 65 945 25 32 3803 15 79 1409 56

% NF_LS over LF_LS 0% 27.44% 58.82% 0% 16.62% 54.17% 0% 4.30% 31.58% 0% 2.70% 25.00% 0% 160.44% 124.00%

can take weeks to run [40], selecting test suites that are a fraction of
the total number of existing test cases is a sensible testing strategy.

The results for this experiment are depicted in Table 6. Our
results demonstrate that NF_LS consistently outperforms LF_LS for
all subject apps and size constraints. Particularly, test suites reduced
by NF_LS executed 45% more statements and 73% more faults than
the suites by LF_LS on average. We can see that the improvement
achieved by NF_LS in this problem is larger than the previous two
problems. This could be attributed to the looser constraints in this
problem and hence the larger solution space for all the techniques.
For instance, given that the constraint is to reduce the test suite
of Grep to 5%, the size of the solution space for this problem is(746

37
)
≈ 5.73 × 1062. If there are more constraints, e.g., constraints

for statements such as those included in the previous problems, the
solution space would be further limited, because some solutions in
it do not satisfy the additional constraints. As the solution space
grows larger, the effectiveness gap between the solutions returned
by NF_LS and LF_LS is expected to increase.

Performance. Tables 7 and 8 showcase the execution times that
solvers of different approaches took to solve the classic bi-criteria
and the variant bi-criteria problems, respectively. We retrieved the
results from reports generated by NEOS [14]. These results demon-
strate that NF_LS can solve these two problems as efficiently as
LF_LS does, and the solutions for all subject apps were found within
a second.

For the tri-criteria problem, we were not able to submit the model
files to NEOS due to its size limitations for uploaded files. We thus
ran the solver locally, and report the execution times in Table 9.
These results indicate that NF_LS takes a longer time than LF_LS
to solve the problem. The difference between the performance

Table 7: Performance of different methods modeling the
classic bi-criteria problem

Methods
Programs Solving Time in Seconds

Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip
LF_LS 1 1 1 1 1
NF_LS 1 1 1 1 1
NF_NS n/a 1708 21854 20 2813

* n/a: the solver timed out after eight hours
Table 8: Performance of different methods modeling the
weighted bi-criteria problem

Methods
Programs Solving Time in Seconds

Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip
LF_LS 1 1 1 1 1
NF_LS 1 1 1 1 1
NF_NS n/a n/a n/a 530 n/a

* n/a: the solver timed out after eight hours
Table 9: Performance of different methods modeling the tri-
criteria problem with a 10% size constraint

Methods
Programs Solving Time in Seconds

Grep Flex Sed Make Gzip
LF_LS 1 1 1 1 1
NF_LS 14099 43608 2976 2673 1565

of NF_LS and LF_LS for the tri-criteria problem comes from the
higher complexity of the problem compared with the first two
minimization problems. While those two problems have a single
optimization criterion (i.e., maximizing fault-detection ability), the
tri-criteria problem has an additional optimization criterion (i.e.,
maximizing statement coverage). To solve this significantly more
complex problem, auxiliary variables in the range of hundreds of
thousands were introduced in NF_LS because there are thousands of
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statements for the subject apps. Nevertheless, the optimal solution
found by NF_LS for this tri-criteria problem, as shown in Table 6,
vastly outperforms the solution found by LF_LS. For Gzip under
a 10% size constraint, LF_LS solved the problem within a second,
while NF_LS took about 26 minutes. However, the suite reduced by
NF_LS executed 159% more statements and 124% more faults than
the suite reduced by LF_LS.

Although NF_LS takes longer to produce a solution, the approach
produces immensely improved solutions. For instance, testers may
run NF_LS for a few minutes to hours rather than a few seconds
in the case of LF_LS, but they obtain a solution that reveals much
more faults with fewer tests which, in turn, can save engineers’
time and effort from having to examine and run more tests.

5.3 RQ2: NF_LS vs. NF_NS
Similar to the previous RQ, we compared NF_LS and NF_NS in
terms of effectiveness and performance. We further discuss the
advantages or disadvantages of selecting among the two nonlinear
approaches, based on our empirical results.

Effectiveness. Table 3 shows that, for the classic bi-criteria prob-
lem, NF_NS was able to find the optimal solutions for only three
subject programs—Flex, Sed, and Make. The solver timed out af-
ter eight hours for Grep, and returned a suboptimal solution for
Gzip. Table 5 further shows that, for the variant bi-criteria problem,
NF_NS only found the optimal solution for Make, and the solver
timed out after eight hours for other subject programs. We do not
report the effectiveness of NF_NS for the tri-criteria problem, be-
cause we were not able to use NEOS to solve it due to the size
limitation of NEOS for uploaded files. The reported results indicate
that, as expected, the nonlinear solver is not guaranteed to find
an optimal solution for the nonlinear formulation if the objective
function is non-convex [48]. However, NF_LS can optimally solve
MCTSM problems formulated nonlinearly.

Performance. For the classic bi-criteria problem, Table 7 shows
NF_NS takes much longer time to solve the problem than NF_LS.
While NF_LS solved the problem within a second for all subject
apps, the solver used by NF_NS timed out for Grep, and took from
20 seconds to six hours to finish. For the variant bi-criteria problem,
Table 8 indicates that NF_NS was able to finish only for Make, and
the solver timed out for other subjects. The results indicate that,
off-the-shelf nonlinear solvers cannot solve MCTSM problems in a
timely manner, which confirms the need to transform the nonlinear
problem formulation to a linear one. Overall, NF_LS is superior to
NF_NS in terms of both effectiveness and performance.

5.4 RQ3: Scalability
Given NF_LS’s superior performance over NF_NS, we focus on
studying the scalability of NF_LS. Specifically, we investigate the
manner in which NF_LS scales with respect to the size of subject
programs and test suites. Intuitively, the time NF_LS takes to solve a
minimization problem depends on the complexity of the formulated
model, in terms of the number of decision variables and constraints.
This complexity is determined by the characteristics of the problem
(e.g., number of test cases, requirements, and criterion entities).

We conducted a sensitivity analysis of NF_LS on the tri-criteria
problem, i.e., the most complicated problem in our evaluation. For
each program, starting from the size of 20% of the test suite, we
gradually increased the size of test suites to 100%, and reported (1)
the number of variables in the formulation, and (2) the execution

Figure 2: Sensitivity of the test-suite size to number of vari-
ables for Nemo on the tri-criteria problem

Figure 3: Sensitivity of the test-suite size to solving time for
Nemo on the tri-criteria problem

time for solving the problem. We repeated the experiments 30 times
and reported the average with a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 2 depicts the relation between the size of a test suite and
the number of variables used in the problem formulation. While
the number of variables range in the hundreds of thousands for
each problem, the number grows linearly, as does the size of the
test suite.

Figure 3 depicts the relation between the size of a test suite and
solver execution time. As the size of a test suite grows linearly, the
time required to find an optimal solution increases exponentially.
Nevertheless, NF_LS is optimal, and can be adopted to compute op-
timal solutions as efficiently as LF_LS for simpler MCTSM problems,
such as the classic bi-criteria and variant bi-criteria problems, and
optimally solves practical, complex problems, such as the tri-criteria
problem, in a reasonable amount of time.

6 RELATEDWORK
Single-criterion test-suite minimization problem. A signifi-
cant number of previous studies have examined obtaining the min-
imal subset of the original test suite that satisfies the original test
requirements [9, 10, 20, 28, 32, 36, 45]. Chvatal [10] proposes a clas-
sical greedy heuristic that iteratively selects test cases covering
most unsatisfied requirements until all requirements are covered.
Harrold et al. [20] present a greedy heuristic that considers the test-
ing sets that satisfy each test requirement, and repeatedly selects
test cases from the testing sets with minimal cardinality. Chen and
Lau [9] propose another heuristic that identifies two special kinds
of test cases from the original suite: essential and 1-to-1 redundant.
The approach iteratively picks essential, removes 1-to-1 redundant,
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and greedily selects test cases covering a maximal number of unsat-
isfied requirements. Offutt et al. [36] propose a heuristic combining
different test execution orderings, i.e., forward, reverse, and inside-
out, to reduce the size of test suites while maintaining the mutation
score or statement coverage achieved by the original suites. An-
other heuristic by Tallam and Gupta, called Delayed-Greedy [45],
is based on Formal Concept Analysis and combines both perspec-
tives of test cases and requirements. Their experiments show that
Delayed-Greedy can achieve equal or better size reduction than pre-
vious heuristics. By formulating the problem as finding a spanning
set over a graph, Marre and Bertolino [32] propose a technique to
reduce the number of test cases required to satisfy the requirements.
Leitner et al. [28] propose a technique combining program slicing
and delta debugging to minimize failing test cases in randomized
unit test generation, which is focused on reducing individual test
cases rather than the sizes of test suites. All of these approaches
focus on a single criterion and generate approximate solutions.

Multi-criteria test-suite minimization problem.While pre-
vious approaches can be adopted to efficiently find a solution, a
major concern of single-criterion minimization is that minimizing
a test suite could severely compromise its ability to reveal faults
[39, 49]. To account for additional criteria, such as fault-detection
capability, several approaches have been developed that consider
additional information including hybrid combinations of different
coverage criteria [41] in the minimization process and generating a
reduced suite which has better effectiveness with respect to various
criteria, such as fault detection [4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 26, 31, 33, 34, 42–44]
and energy consumption [24, 30].

With respect to improving fault-detection effectiveness of the
reduced suite, a few techniques are heuristics-based. Jeffery and
Gupta [26] propose a heuristic that selectively picks redundant test
cases for the reduced suite by using additional coverage informa-
tion. A heuristic by Lin and Huang [31] uses an additional testing
criterion to break ties in the minimization process.

In addition to the heuristics, ILP is adopted to compute solutions
for the problem. Black et al. [5] formulate the problem as a binary
ILP model. They directly take the fault-revealing ability of test cases
into account, encode it into the objective function, and compute a
solution for the problem using an ILP solver. Hao et al. [19] collect
statistics on fault-detection loss at the statement level, and encode
the information into the constraints of the formulated ILP model
to control the fault-detection loss of the reduced suite.

Another set of previous work considers other aspects of minimiz-
ing a test suite while maximizing its fault-detection capability. This
work includes using different coverage criteria such as call-stack
coverage [33], adopting different reduction algorithms [42, 44]—or
applying techniques such as delta-debugging [18], non-adequate
reduction [4] (i.e., only a certain percentage of the original cover-
age is retained), or a combination of test reduction and selection
[43]. Other work also addresses the trade-offs specific for reused
software [34] and an industrial system [15].

With respect to criteria other than fault-revealing capability, Li
et al. [30] take energy consumption of test cases into consideration,
and adopt an integer programming approach to generate minimized
test suites which are energy-efficient for post-deployment testing
on embedded systems. Similarly, Jabbarvand et al. [24] propose an
integer programming approach as well as a greedy algorithm to
minimize test suites while trying to maintain the capability of the
reduced suites to reveal energy bugs.

Unlike Nemo, all of these MCTSM approaches focus on specific
bi-criteria problems and do not allow testers to specify a wide range
of MCTSM problems, cannot compute optimal solutions for them,
and cannot deal with dependencies between test cases over any
testing criteria.

Hsu and Orso [23] proposed MINTS, a framework for MCTSM,
that is able to accommodate an arbitrary number of objectives and
provides flexibility for testers to combine, weight, and prioritize
their objectives. Recall that LF_LS is a re-implementation of MINTS,
since the original implementation uses outdated solvers and does
not scale to our experimental dataset (see Section 5). Their approach
formulates the problem as one or more ILP problems, in which the
test requirements are encoded as constraints, and the objectives can
be either associated as weights in objective functions, or prioritized
as invocation orders of ILP problems. While their work focuses on
a generalized approach for MCTSM, their problem formulation is
linear, which, as shown both in theory (Section 2) and empirically
(Section 5) in this paper, produces sub-optimal solutions, due to the
inability to model dependencies among test cases over specified
criteria, which must be modeled nonlinearly.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Multi-criteria test-suite minimization techniques help reduce the
cost of regression testing by removing redundant tests based on
some criteria, while trying to optimally keep the capability of the re-
duced suite in terms of other criteria. All of the existing approaches
suffer from at least one of the two shortcomings discussed in this
paper: (1) they either use heuristic algorithms or ignore test-case
dependencies among minimization criteria, and hence generate
approximate or suboptimal solutions; and (2) they handle minimiza-
tion problems involving only limited and pre-specified criteria.

In this paper, we proposed a general framework for the multi-
criteria test-suite minimization problem. Our approach takes into
account the inherent nonlinearity of the problem, and models it
using integer nonlinear programming. To solve the nonlinear formu-
lation optimally, we developed a technique that programmatically
transforms it to a linear form, so that modern ILP solvers can be
leveraged. We have implemented our approach as a tool, called
Nemo, and empirically evaluated it. Our experimental results show
that Nemo can be used to find optimal solutions for several min-
imization problems within a reasonable time. Nemo was able to
produce reduced test suites that could execute up to 159% more
statements and detect 124% more faults than those produced using
prior work.

An interesting direction for future work is to investigate appli-
cability of our approach in other test maintenance activities, such
as test selection and prioritization. We also plan to conduct experi-
ments involving more complex criteria, such as MC/DC, to assess
the effectiveness of a nonlinear approach in satisfying such criteria
in test-suite minimization. Finally, we plan to empirically evaluate
the fault-detection ability of the reduced test suites when executed
on previously unseen faults.
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